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LIVING OUTDOOR



Outdoor environments are special learning settings, 
where children experiences gain 

not only an educational value 
but also an ethical one

Educating in natural settings offers children the chance to 
reappropriate the environment and live naturally the world around 

them, allowing self expression through multiple languages: 
emotional, bodily, motor, playful and creative



This how we started...
September-October

During the first days of school, children 
were spending a lot of time in the school 
garden, where they could explore and get 
to know new playground toys and new 
garden areas, since it had been renovated 
during the summer.



We immediately noticed 
children desire to tell 
something about themselves, 
about their summer 
memories, through some 
words or brief sentences.
So the educational proposal 
was to play together in the 
garden using sand, molds, 
shovels, pails...



Spontaneously the school garden became a place for 
researches and discoveries: berries, barks, ants, 
snails... were the main interests for children.

“Believe me, you will find 
more lessons in the woods 
than in books. Trees and 
stones will teach you what 
you cannot learn from 
masters” 

Bernard of Clairvaux



One day something 
happened...

A tree was being uprooted 
right in front of our classroom: 
we asked to the gardener to 
give us the logs, and this 
became a beautiful chance for 
discovery and play.
Without us telling children 
what to do, children –
especially the older ones –
spontaneously began to climb 
the logs, experiencing balance.



In order to help children – especially the younger ones – in 
this new game, we put the logs next to the playhouse. This 
allowed children to experience new movements, such as 
climbing vertically, or jumping from an instable balance 
position...



...Group games!
The logs turned into a “train” on which children 
could get on it and pretend to begin a journey 
together!!!

Playing outdoor offers children 
the chance to experience new 
feelings, perceptions, 
perspectives, and different ways 
for socializing, creating new 
games, discussing, finding 
solutions to problems...



The school garden 
as... 

a place for 
group explorations

Bringing with them a long rope, children discovered areas where they 
could hide, climb and “find/search” the wolf of Red Riding Hood!



...a place where to discover the 
changes of nature... 
it's AUTUMN!!
We went out in  the garden with 
coat, scarf and hat.
We observed the fallen leaves 
and discovered that stepping on 
them produce a strange “noise”.
We climbed and embraced 
trees, discovered the remains of 
a nest among the branches of a 
small tree, observed a huge 
mosquito on the wall of the 
playhouse.

THE SCHOOL GARDEN AS...

November                 

M.Luce: “Teacher, 
I'm taking the tree”

Martino is climbing on a tree and says to the 
teacher: “Teacher, I've climbed up, I'm a 
koala!”



Playing and jumping 
on dry leaves, 
observing the remains 
of a nest, observing a 
huge mosquito up 
close… are playful 
discoveries involving 
both gross and fine 
motor skills: children 
outdoor move a lot in 
order to get in touch 
with nature.



...a chance to pretend 
to be somebody else 
and experience motor 
and cognitive skills

THE SCHOOL 
GARDEN AS...

Martino: “Teacher, look: 
I'm a chimp!”

Irene: “Teacher, I'm a monkey!”



… a place where suddenly a rope appears and... 
after observing it for a while, children began to 
pull it, one at a time. The did it individually and in 
group. They experienced the concept of strength, 
but no one tried to climb.

THE SCHOOL GARDEN AS...

December                



Since no one tried to 
climb the rope, we 
relaunched the 
experience changing 
the position of the 
rope, and we 
attached it to a big 
low branch. Despite 
the fact that near the 
rope there were also 
other low branches 
suitable for climbing, 
no one did it. 

Children experienced 
again different 
movements: pulling, 
running with the rope 
in their hands, 
swinging...

January



Children main interest
during these experiences 
outdoor was the observation 
of the natural environment
and the research and 
collection of natural 
materials, such as small 
fruits, leaves, little rocks, 
berries, small branches 
and...

And they loved to run up and 
down the piles of dry 
leaves!!



Thanks to the logs gained from the unavoidable cutting 
of a tree, we thought to rethink and replan the area of 
the school garden. We built a motor pathway using the 
logs, so that children could experience a new type of 
movement.
At the end of the pathway we put a rope, in order to 
enrich the experience and to foster the exploration of a 
new motor and balance game.

LOG AFTER LOG...



Some children could walk down the pathway easily 
stepping on the logs, while other children had some more 
trouble because they were often losing balance. Every 
child, with his/her capacities and skills walked down the 
pathway many times arriving to the rope at the end.
Alessandro and Elettra walked down the logs both holding 
the rope in the same moment.
M.Luce and Sofia grabbed the rope and then stepped on 
the logs swinging back and forward, paying attention not 
to slide down...
Many other children imitated the two girls repeating the 
same actions.



Outdoor experiences with ropes are highly challenging 
for children, individually, or in couples or in groups. 
This is why we built a rope bridge using two ropes.

Martino and Frida are simultaneously trying to grab the 
upper rope and to step with their feet on the lower one. 
They are smiling to their teacher showing satisfaction.
Zoe, feeling observed by her friends, does the same thing 
trying her best.

ROPE BRIDGE…



Activities with ropes require high emotional and 
experiential involvement for children, as they are facing 
their own limits, their possibilities and fears.



Elena is grabbing the rope and moveing backwards 
bending her beck in order to try new positions and 
to watch the clouds... (this is what she said!)



Having observed children during these 
first months of school, we noticed their 
attention and interest for the 
environment around them, for nature and 
the world surrounding us. 
In this period the major interest was 
collecting daises, yellow flowers, blades of 
grass...
If possible, we used to go outdoor in our 
school garden every day. Children were 
excited, smiling and relaxed.

DISCOVERING SPRING…                                        



Thanks to a kind grandfather, we had the chance to 
place two small birdhouses in our garden, especially 
designed for the Great Tit, a colorful little bird that 
nests in this period. All the children were sitting 
around the big tree, and we placed the birdhouse 
and the bag with the food on the tree.
It was a very nice moment of outdoor life... Then we 
only had to wait for the birds to come!

A NEW BIRDHOUSE IN OUR SCHOOL GARDEN                   

March-April



On the following day, the Great Tit 
arrived already... with great surprise 
and happiness for the children, who 
were standing in front of the 
window and saw the bird arriving 
and taking some seeds…!

HERE IT IS!!!



Starting from Elena's suggestion (watching clouds), 
we asked children to lay down, and to look at the 
sky and the clouds, and to tell us what they were 
seeing... their thoughts... their feelings!

OBSERVING THE SKY AND THE CLOUDS                

April    

“The blue sky 
owns the 
faces of all 
children...”

Fabrizio 
Caramagna



While the children were laying down, the teacher 
asked them what they could see...

Elena: “I see a tree!”
Aleddandro: “I see a chimney!”
Gaia: “I see a bird!!”
Elena: “Teacher, I feel a lot of wind!”

Teacher: “And how is this wind?”
Alessandro: “It is a fresh wind... and there is also the 
sun”
Martino: “Is the sun white?”
Alessandro: “White”
Martino: “It goes away the sun with the clouds...”
Alessandro: “There it is again the sun”
Martino: “Wow, that cloud there... those are going away 
but that one is not!” (he is pointing a little cloud)
Elena: “The leaves of the tree are moving...”

Teacher: “Why are the leaves moving?”
Alessandro: “Because there is the wind!”
Teacher: “And how is this wind?”
Elena: “It's soft!”
Alessandro: “It makes your hair moving...”
Martino: “Teacher, there is too much wind!”
Francesco: “It makes the plants moving!”




